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Thank you for your support.

“It was a little scary to
present alongside people with
PhDs. But people asked us
tough questions that helped
challenge us and think about
our project differently.”
— Helen Madeen ’20

YOU HELPED HELEN EXPLORE THE OCEAN’S DEPTHS
AND REACH NEW EDUCATIONAL HEIGHTS
As Helen Madeen ’20 stepped up to present her research
at the American Geophysical Union (AGU) conference, the
largest international Earth and space science conference

and present cutting-edge research in the sciences and
humanities.
Helen’s research investigating a type of mysterious ocean

in the world, she knew she had the support of the whole

organism called Asgard Archaea was conducted with Rosa

Willamette community behind her.

León Zayas, assistant professor of biology, and led her to the

“It was a little scary to present alongside people with
PhDs,” Helen admits. “But people asked us tough questions
that helped challenge us and think about our project
differently.”
Presenting at a premier international research conference
is a rare opportunity for an undergraduate — but not at
Willamette. Thanks to your support, students like Helen
regularly get to work closely with faculty to produce
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Oregon coast to collect and analyze ocean sediment samples.

YOU HELPED BRING HELEN’S SCIENTIFIC
CURIOSITY TO WILLAMETTE
The chance to collaborate with professors was an
important factor in Helen’s decision to attend Willamette.
She didn’t see the same kinds of programs at the larger
research universities she considered.

“I wanted to be able to have research opportunities as

Helen says that the research experience and conference

a student,” Helen says. “And I liked the idea that research

presentations also made her stand out in the graduate school

happened in smaller groups, working closely with a

application process. Her advisor helped her locate programs

professor.”

and people in her field.

Because of your support, Willamette is able to offer more

As Helen leaves one beloved intellectual community for

than 75 competitive undergraduate research grants annually

another, she will never forget the support that brought her to

in a variety of subject areas. This hands-on experience gives

this point.

Willamette students an edge in pursuing technology careers,

“I wouldn’t be where I am today without the generous

graduate study and more.

support of the Willamette community,” Helen says. “Your

YOU LED HELEN TO HER NEXT
INTELLECTUAL ADVENTURE

gift not only supports current students while they are at
Willamette, it also paves the way for students to continue
that support once they graduate.”

Helen’s experience introduced her to a new field of study
and helped her develop a love of research. Now, she plans
to attend the AGU conference again, this time as a graduate
student at Arizona State University.
“Without that opportunity, I wouldn’t be doing what I’m
doing now,” Helen says. “I wouldn’t have even known about
the field without that research experience.”

“I wanted to be able to have research
opportunities as a student,“ Helen
says. “And I liked the idea that research
happened in smaller groups, working
closely with a professor.”
(Top): Helen presents at the American Geophysical
Union. (Bottom): Using the epifluorescence
microscope to visualize samples. (Left): Helen
collects samples with her research team.

Read more inspiring stories online at
willamette.edu/news
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YOU HELPED CHRISTOPHER JUMP-START HIS
LAW CAREER AT WILLAMETTE
Growing up in Skagit County,

education in six years rather than

across Winter Street, he knew he

Washington as the son of two

seven. Christopher had nurtured a

needed scholarship support. Because of

University of Washington graduates,

long-term dream to attend law school,

you, Christopher received scholarships

Christopher Ishihara ’20, JD’22 thought

so his future as a dual-degree Bearcat

at both the College of Arts and Sciences

he’d follow in his family’s footsteps.

was sealed.

and Willamette Law, which will allow

YOU GAVE CHRISTOPHER
A GREAT EDUCATIONAL
EXPERIENCE

him to earn his second degree and

But after an unforgettable visit to
Willamette as a high-school senior with
his mother, they were immediately
impressed with both the beauty of
campus and with the friendly and

complete the 3+3.
“Scholarships have really made all
the difference, both in my decision to
come to Willamette and staying with

For Christopher, earning his law

the law program,” he says. “Because

made attending Willamette a truly

degree has been his main academic

without them, I couldn’t afford it. I

easy decision for Christopher was the

goal since his teens, but to continue

would have had to stop at undergrad.”

3+3 program, which gives students an

his journey from his undergraduate

Christopher’s liberal arts education

incredible undergraduate and legal

commencement to Willamette Law

prepared him for law school by giving

welcoming people they met. But what
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him the critical thinking skills and broader academic
perspective he needed.
“You need to take notes on the right things and that has

Christopher: the support of the Willamette community.
“It’s a culture at Willamette,” Christopher says. “The
faculty are accessible and people are here to help you.

really helped in law school. Having the spread of classes in

Willamette is a community of people working together to

undergrad helped, especially the history and religion classes

help each other reach their goals.”

that helped me understand the context of legal cases better,”
Christopher says.
Now, looking forward to his second year at Willamette Law,
he sees the benefits his undergraduate studies have had on
his academic development even more.

YOU ARE PART OF CHRISTOPHER’S
COMMUNITY
For Christopher, Willamette’s motto, “Not unto ourselves
alone are we born,” is more than just a slogan. Whenever
he has sought help from another student or faculty or staff
member, someone has been there for him.
During Christopher’s first semester, the law school’s
alumni mentor program connected him with Seth Nickerson
JD ’14. Christopher credits him with helping secure an
externship at the Oregon Tax Court.

“It’s a culture at Willamette,”
Christopher says. “The faculty are
accessible and people are here to
help you. Willamette is a community
of people working together to help
each other reach their goals.”
“When Christopher told me that he had applied for
an externship there, I was happy to mention to a former
colleague that Christopher would be a good fit for the court,”
Seth says. But, Seth adds, “Christopher deserves all the
credit for his success.”
Seth learned from experience that mentoring is an
essential part of being a good lawyer. “Many of the attorneys
that I most admire are constantly mentoring,” Seth says. “I
have learned from their example that being a mentor is just

"Scholarships have really made all
the difference, both in my decision
to come to Willamette and staying
with the law program,” he says.
“Because without them, I couldn’t
afford it. I would have had to stop
at undergrad.”

something that good attorneys do.”
From experiencing Opening Days as an undergraduate
to using the Willamette alumni network to secure new
learning opportunities, one thing has remained constant for

Read more inspiring stories online at willamette.edu/news
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“The small class sizes facilitate
meaningful relationships with
faculty, where they not only know
student names, but know us. I
wouldn’t get this at a large school.”
—Melissa Joe MBA’20

YOU MADE MELISSA’S WILLAMETTE MBA POSSIBLE
For Melissa Joe MBA’20, a native of

the PACE program, the emphasis

YOU GAVE MELISSA A
CHANCE TO BE HERE

the bustling state capital of Richmond,

on consequential learning and the

Virginia and student of global affairs

smaller size of the school. Coming

at George Mason University, attending

from a high school with 2,500 students

a large university for graduate school

and a university with an undergrad

a draw, she feared taking on too much

was the logical choice. But a dinner

enrollment of more than 25,000, a

debt. Your Annual Fund support gave

introduced her to Atkinson School

smaller, more intimate program was

Melissa the financial freedom to focus

alumni and the Willamette MBA

immediately appealing. “The small

on her studies without having to take

program, which inspired a 2,800-mile

class sizes facilitate meaningful

on an extra job during her time in the

journey across the country to attend

relationships with faculty, where they

program. She said if she hadn’t received

the Atkinson Graduate School of

not only know student names, but

her scholarship, she wouldn’t have been

Management at Willamette University.

know us. I wouldn’t get this at a large

able to make the journey to Salem at all.

While researching Atkinson,
Melissa was immediately drawn to
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school,” Melissa says.

While small class sizes were certainly

YOU INSPIRED HER TO MAXIMIZE HER
EXPERIENCE

On the last day of PACE, the cohort built and
painted a large picture as a team-building
exercise. Pictured (left to right): Melissa,
Emma Truyaert, and Mitchell Lee.

At Willamette MBA, Melissa took advantage of every
opportunity to get involved and make the most of her
experience. She served as the president of the Atkinson
Student Association, was the student representative for
Atkinson on the Board of Trustees and interned at United
Way of the Mid-Willamette Valley.
As a student representative on the Board of Trustees,
Melissa grew as a leader and learned how to advocate for
the things that truly impact students. In the same way, her
internship was a hands-on learning experience that taught
her about problem solving and management under changing
circumstances. Today, Melissa is still using those skills as a
member of the Women United group, which tackles issues
affecting women in the community.

While Atkinson is ranked by
Businessweek and Forbes as one of
the “Best Business Schools,” it’s
not all business. For Melissa, her
experience at Atkinson also helped
her build lifelong relationships,
both inside and outside of the
classroom.

While Atkinson is ranked by Businessweek and
Forbes as one of the “Best Business Schools,” it’s not
all business. For Melissa, her experience at Atkinson
also helped her build lifelong relationships, both inside
and outside of the classroom. Some of Melissa’s fondest
memories include the annual Halloween pumpkin
carving contest and the traditional float down the Mill
Stream during Brownwater.

YOU’VE TURNED PASSION INTO
A CAREER
Now a Willamette MBA graduate, Melissa plans to
stay in the Pacific Northwest and work in operations or
project management, because her “Only at Willamette”
education not only helped her find her passions, but also
prepared her to excel in whichever field she chooses.
“The most special thing about the Atkinson MBA
program is the impact. Everyone has always been drawn
back to Atkinson, talking about their PACE experience
or having Mike Hand as their professor. Everyone has
an experience that they reflect back fondly on from their
time at Atkinson. For me, floating down the Mill Stream
during Brownwater was a crazy experience and I’m glad I
got to be a part of it with my class. It was a great bonding

2020 Philanthropic Investment for Community Impact cohort. (left to right)
Back row: Chanelle Fahsholtz, Fiona Murphy, Colin Van Der Hyde.
Front row: Emma Truyaert, Melissa, Roxanne Adams, Ashley Alberts, Zach Dyne.

experience.”

Read more inspiring stories online at willamette.edu/news
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A Spring Semester Unlike Any Other
This spring presented challenges to the world — and it

environment. “The changes for an institution dedicated to

was no different for our campus. But Willamette’s ability to

interpersonal dialogue and the creation of a vibrant, in-

be nimble and innovative was possible because of you. Gifts

person community were profound. The students, faculty and

to the Annual Fund gave us the flexibility to direct budget

staff adapted really well,” says Provost Carol Long.

dollars to our most pressing needs. This spring, that included

Thanks to you, our campus community came together

the purchase of an enterprise Zoom license — a crucial

and persevered through a challenging time while living our

technology that allowed the entire university to transition to

motto, “Not unto ourselves alone are we born.” Here are just

virtual learning in just a few days.

a few highlights from across campus that you helped

Our students, faculty and staff were thoughtful and

make possible:

compassionate as they adjusted to the remote learning

MODIFYING LAB
ACTIVITIES
Faculty adapted class activities,

TURNING KNOWLEDGE
INTO ACTION
Willamette chemistry professors,

labs and other year-end projects

students and university staff

via online software and supplies

teamed up with Salem-based

any student could access. For

Divine Distillers to create, design

his introduction to physics class,

and produce hand sanitizer for first

Assistant Professor Daniel Borrero

responders and other community

had students build pendulums

members.

with a water bottle and shoelace to
demonstrate different parameters
affecting the frequency of
oscillation. Environmental Science
and Archaeology Professor Scott
Pike had students work on a
hydrologic computer model of Zena,
the 305-acre property owned by
the university, and were given prerecorded videos to demonstrate how

ADAPTING THE VIRTUAL
CLASSROOM
Associate Professor Ashley Nixon
at Atkinson, who specializes in
human resource management and
organizational behavior, replicated
the feel of a classroom by dividing her
screen into a digital slide deck and
white board. Small group discussion
moved to Zoom breakout rooms,
written collaboration appeared in
Google spreadsheets and word clouds
replaced raised hands to reflect
overall opinions. “Faculty had two
hypotheses they were working from:
one was to keep our classes as similar
as possible, and the other was to lean
into all of the technology we could,”
Nixon says.

variables within the model can be
changed.

For additional stories from throughout the year, please visit willamette.edu/news
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You Shape the Educational Experience at Willamette
While today’s Willamette students face many of the same challenges as Bearcats who roamed campus before, an everchanging economy demands a new set of skills and an expansive breadth of knowledge of our graduates. Because of you,
Willamette has been able to help students rise to the challenge by creating academic experiences that reach across the
university’s three colleges.

HEALTHCARE’S FUTURE LEADERS GAIN THE TOOLS AND
KNOWLEDGE TO TACKLE COMPLEX CHALLENGES
Powered by donor support and a $6 million endowed gift from FamilyCare
Health and the Heatherington Foundation, Willamette’s new public health
program will welcome its first class of majors this fall.
“Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, the need for comprehensive system
change in public health requires leaders with the skills and knowledge of
the complexities of public health policy, delivery and outcomes,” says Jeff
Heatherington ’65, President of FamilyCare Health. “We need the type of versatile
problem-solvers that a Willamette education produces and empowers.”
With opportunities to study health law and management at the graduate
level and get hands-on experience working with local partners — such as Salem
Hospital — the public health program gives students access to all three WU
colleges and a truly transformational education.

MBA BUSINESS MINOR BLENDS PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AND
CRITICAL THINKING TO BENEFIT ANY UNDERGRADUATE
Led by Atkinson Graduate School of Management faculty, Willamette’s new
business minor brings its nationally-recognized business school and top liberal
arts college together by pairing with any undergraduate major.
“The business minor classes provided me a great overview of business,
government, and not-for-profit management,” says Bethany Abbate ’21, MBA’22,
a civic and communications major whose experience in her business classes
inspired plans to pursue her MBA at Willamette as part of the 3+2 BA/MBA
Program. “While a great deal of my undergraduate coursework in other disciplines
was somewhat theoretical, the business minor courses added a practical element
to my education.”

MASTER’S IN DATA SCIENCE EQUIPS STUDENTS WITH POWERFUL SKILLSET
Today, data science and analytics are utilized by companies and organizations to measure
and assess virtually any data point. From inventory to customer satisfaction, tracking trends
and performance in real time is vital to success. With a new 12-month master’s program in data
science this fall, Willamette students and graduates will be able to add this incredible tool to
their professional kit.
“The ultimate goal of any data science project is to improve your organization,” says Jameson
Watts, assistant professor of marketing and data science. “To do this, you need to focus on
the impact of your analysis and the best way to communicate that impact to others in the
organization. Students in our program will gain skills in programming and machine learning,
but equally important are the skills they develop in data visualization and presentation.”
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Your Impact
61%

OUR COMMUNITY OF DONORS

Alumni

18%

5,841 DONORS
543 FIRST TIME DONORS

Parents

14%

Friends

VOLUNTEERS

4% Faculty/Staff

More than 600 alumni, parents and
friends gave their time and talent during
the 2019-20 school year.

3% Corporations/Foundations

19.1M

$

RAISED

You helped us reach the third highest
fundraising year in our history. Thank you.

THE IMPACT OF YOUR GIFTS

PERCENTAGE RAISED BY DESIGNATION
2%
Capital/Other
10%
Unrestricted

82%

Endowment

6% Current
Use Restricted

54% OF GIFTS RECEIVED
WERE $100 OR LESS
10
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PLANNED GIFTS
ANNUAL FUND

$8.61M
$2.02M

$100 OR LESS $112.7K
ANNUAL FUND IMPACT
Thank you for your generous support and
for making 2020 the highest fundraising
year ever for the Annual Fund. The Annual
Fund makes an immediate impact. The
dollars raised this year are equivalent to the
spending distribution of a $45M endowment.

Finance Q&A with Dan Valles

VICE PRESIDENT FOR FINANCE AND TREASURER
financial impact we experienced from
sending residential students home.
In addition, we made over $6M in
expense reductions to help address the
anticipated financial impact of COVID
in the upcoming fiscal year.
Longer term financial impacts are
still hard to determine. We are starting
to get an idea of the expenses we will
have in the fall to create a safe and
compliant environment. Of course, all
of this is heavily dependent on CDC and

What is Willamette’s financial

Oregon Health Authority guidance so

management philosophy and how

the true impact for next year is still to

does it set us apart from other

be determined.

universities?
We are in a much better position than

Tell us about Willamette’s

some other universities because of years

endowment management

of good financial management. We are

philosophy.

a financially conservative organization.

Our endowment is managed by

We have focused significant effort on

Global Endowment Management

invested in a manner that will not see

developing an endowment, have not

(GEM). GEM invests our $250M

as much upside in up-markets, but also

borrowed excessively or put resources

(preliminary FY20 value) endowment

will not lose as much in down-markets.

into untested or risky endeavors and

in public and private equity, hedge

GEM also includes ESG (Environmental,

we are methodical, thoughtful and

funds, real assets and fixed income.

Social and Governance) factors in its

disciplined. We have solid governance

GEM’s approach attempts to balance

investing decisions.

starting from the top with board

long-term returns to maintain value in

committees on audit, finance and

perpetuity and stable support for near-

Why is Annual Fund support so

endowment. This continues through to

term spending (this is also known as

important to our university and how

staff committees reviewing significant

maintaining intergenerational equity).

are those gifts used?

investments and the establishment of

This is important as the endowment

financial policies.

distribution funds about 15% of our

are giving us unrestricted financial

operating budget. This approach limits

support that the university can deploy

How has COVID-19 impacted the

risk which is why the investment

to the areas where it’s needed most,

financial situation for the university

approach and returns do not tend to

when it’s needed most. Your gifts to the

— in the short-term and long-term

look like the S&P 500 or a simple 70%

Annual Fund supplement financial aid,

— and how we are managing that

stocks/30% bonds portfolio. The time

support deans’ priorities and initiatives,

impact?

horizon of the endowment (perpetuity)

and fund operations. Almost all Annual

is much longer than the typical investor

Fund support goes to academic and

through our spring semester. We

saving for retirement who may have

student affairs departments. Without

received higher education emergency

a shorter term horizon of less than 50

your Annual Fund support, it would add

relief funds which helped mitigate the

years. This means the endowment is

about $1.8M to our deficit.

COVID-19 hit roughly midway

By supporting the Annual Fund, you
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THANK YOU FOR
YOUR GENEROSITY

900 State Street
Salem, OR 97301

Office of Donor Relations and Stewardship
(503) 370-6054 | donor-relations@willamette.edu

